
  
 
 
 

National Three Peaks Challenge 10 – 12 June 2017 
Danny Jones Defib Fund 
 
 
I am delighted to let you know details of the Danny Jones Defib Fund – Three Peaks 
Challenge. With the fantastic support of Barrie McDermott, the RFL Benevolent Fund and 
Rugby League Cares I am planning to take on the National Three Peaks Challenge 10 to 12 
June 2017.  If you chose to accept this challenge you will tackle the three tallest mountains 
in the UK; Scotland (Ben Nevis), England (Scafell Pike) and Wales (Snowden). All in a 24-
hour period. 
 
I am asking friends and supporters of the Danny Jones Defib Fund to join me and a host of 
former Rugby League players and celebrities on the challenge. Our target is to raise 
£10,000.00 by attracting teams of walkers to take on the challenge. If you do not fancy the 
challenge you could be part of the event by volunteering to be a driver. 
 
If you are interested either in walking or volunteering, you will need to be available from 
Saturday 10 June to Monday 12 June 2017.  
 
We will meet at 0900 Saturday 20 June 2017 at central point to drive in the mini buses to 
Ben Nevis in Scotland. At 1600 the we will meet to begin the 24-hour challenge at the base 
of Ben Nevis 
 
Your team challenge will commence by first conquering Ben Nevis; you will then travel 
through the night to Scarfell Pike and then finally on to Snowden. A more detailed itinerary 
will follow, although we expect the challenge to be completed Sunday 21 June 2017 late 
afternoon. From there the teams will stay in Wales to recover before returning to home 
Monday the 12 June 2017 
 
To enable the charity to raise as much as possible from the challenge and to cover 
accommodation and support costs everything you raise over £500.00 per person, which 
covers the cost associated to the challenge, the rest will go to the Danny Jones defib fund.  
 
I am asking those interested to be able to raise as much as possible so we can reach the 
target of £10,000. All I need at this stage is an email back expressing your interest by 31 
March 2017, or send the email onto to someone you think will be great for the challenge. 
Once I have enough interest we will be back in touch with further details.  
 
 
Thanks, in advance, everyone connected with the Defib Fund is grateful of your support! 
 
 

Lizzie 
Elizabeth Jones  




